Collisionless magnetic reconnection is a prime candidate to account for flare-like or steady emission, outflow launching, or plasma heating, in a variety of high-energy astrophysical objects, including ones with relativistic ion-electron plasmas. But the fate of the initial magnetic energy in a reconnection event remains poorly known: what is the amount given to kinetic energy, the ion/electron repartition, and the hardness of the particle distributions? We explore these questions with 2D particle-in-cell simulations of ionelectron plasmas. We find that 45 to 75% of the total initial magnetic energy ends up in kinetic energy, this fraction increasing with the inflow magnetization. Depending on the guide field strength, ions get from 30 to 60% of the total kinetic energy. Particles can be separated into two populations that only weakly mix: (i) particles initially in the current sheet, heated by its initial tearing and subsequent contraction of the islands; and (ii) particles from the background plasma that primarily gain energy via the reconnection electric field when passing near the X-point. Particles (ii) tend to form a power-law with an index p = −d log n(γ)/d log γ, that depends mostly on the inflow Alfvén speed V A and magnetization σ s of species s, with for electrons p = 5 to 1.2 for increasing σ e . The highest particle Lorentz factor, for ions or electrons, increases roughly linearly with time for all the relativistic simulations. This is faster, and the spectra can be harder, than for collisionless shock acceleration. We discuss applications to microquasar and AGN coronae, to extragalactic jets, and to radio lobes. We point out situations where effects such as Compton drag or pair creation are important.
Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is a prime mechanism invoked to produce high-energy particles, radiation and high-energy flares, to launch large scale outflows, or to efficiently heat plasmas, in a variety of astrophysical objects. It is a candidate to explain particle acceleration at pulsar wind termination shocks (Kirk & Skjaeraasen 2003; Pétri & Lyubarsky 2007; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011a) , the flat radio spectra from galactic nuclei and AGNs (Birk et al. 2001) and from extragalactic jets (Romanova & Lovelace 1992) , GeV-TeV flares from the Crab nebulae (Cerutti et al. 2012a (Cerutti et al. ,b, 2013 , flares in active galactic nuclei (AGN) jets (Giannios et al. 2009 ) or in gamma-ray bursts (Lyutikov 2006a; Lazar et al. 2009 ), the heating of AGN and microquasar coronae and the observed flares (Di Matteo 1998; Merloni & Fabian 2001; Goodman & Uzdensky 2008; Reis & Miller 2013; Romero et al. 2014; Zdziarski et al. 2014) , the heating of the lobes of giant radio galaxies (Kronberg et al. 2004) , transient outflow production in microquasars and quasars (de Gouveia dal Pino & Lazarian 2005; de Gouveia Dal Pino et al. 2010; Kowal et al. 2011; Dexter et al. 2014) , gamma-ray burst outflows and non-thermal emissions (Drenkhahn & Spruit 2002; McKinney & Uzdensky 2012 ), X-ray flashes (Drenkhahn & Spruit 2002) , or soft gamma-ray repeaters (Lyutikov 2006b ). In all these cases, it is crucial to know the amount of magnetic energy transferred to the particles during a reconnection event, the relative fraction distributed to ions and electrons, as well as Send offprint requests to: M. Melzani the distribution in momentum space of the accelerated particles. The aim of this manuscript is to shed light on these questions. In the literature, several acceleration mechanisms by magnetic reconnection have been identified, that we briefly review in the remaining of this introduction. Their relative importance depends on the plasma parameters and on the magnetic field geometry.
One acceleration mechanism occurs when particles are trapped in contracting magnetic islands, and thus accelerated by the induced electric field when they are reflected on the two approaching sides. It can be efficient in collisionless plasmas (Drake et al. 2006 (Drake et al. , 2010 Bessho & Bhattacharjee 2012) or in collisional plasmas (Kowal et al. 2011) where reconnection is fast because of turbulence. In non-relativistic plasmas, particle Larmor radii are smaller than the magnetic gradient scales, particle motions are adiabatic inside and around the islands, and particle-in-cell simulations and analytical estimations agree that this mechanism produces power-law spectra, with indexes p = 1.3 or softer depending on the plasma β and island aspect ratio (Drake et al. 2006) . In relativistic plasmas, the Larmor radii are of the order of the island scales, so that another analytical approach is to be employed (Bessho & Bhattacharjee 2012) , and there is no analytical expression for the resulting spectra. PIC simulations in relativistic pair plasmas show that this mechanism significantly contributes to the building of the high-energy population (Bessho & Bhattacharjee 2012; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014) , a result that we confirm to hold also for relativistic ionelectron reconnection. Table 1 . Parameters of the inflow (or background) plasma, and resulting power-law index p, sorted in order of increasing magnetization (except for the last line). The parameters of the current sheet, for each value (ω ce /ω pe , m i /m e ), are listed in Table 2 . The background plasma β s = n s T s /(B 2 /2µ 0 ) = 2Θ s /σ cold s (B) includes the guide field. The magnetization σ hot s is defined by Eq. 2, and σ i+e is the total magnetization (Eq. 5). The Alfvén speed V R A,in is defined by Eq. 4. When there is a guide field, the value displayed is V R A,in cos θ (Sect. 2.1). The index of the power-law component of the background population (when there is one) is p. elec.´´´´260 1.5
Another acceleration mechanism, also relying on the first order Fermi process and on stochasticity, is bouncing motion of particles between the two inflows converging from both sides of the current sheet. Energy is gained when the particle turns around, and is transferred by the motional electric field E = −v ∧ B present in the inflow. Drury (2012) derives the powerlaw spectrum for non-relativistic particles: dn(v)/dv ∝ v −p with v the velocity, p = (r + 2)/(r + 1), where r = n out /n in is the compression ratio that is not restricted to small values as in the case of shocks. Giannios (2010) derives the maximal Lorentz factor produced in the relativistic case. This mechanism does not rely on a direct acceleration by the reconnection electric field E rec when particles are demagnetized at the center of the diffusion region, but makes use of the motional electric field in the inflow. It is thus efficient in non-relativistic and/or collisional plasmas (Kowal et al. 2011) where direct acceleration by E rec is known to be negligible. It requires particles crossing the current sheet and bouncing on the other side, i.e., having a Larmor radius in the asymptotic field larger than the sheet width, which is generally true only for pre-accelerated particles or hot inflows. We show here that for cold inflows and relativistic setups, electrons and ions do not cross the current sheet, and so do not undergo this acceleration mechanism.
A third acceleration mechanism is by the reconnection electric field E rec , which is initially induced by magnetic field flux variations, and sustained in steady or quasi-steady state by the non-ideal response of the plasma. In the diffusion region, the condition E > B for antiparallel reconnection, or E · B 0 if there is a guide field, defines an acceleration region where particles can be freely accelerated and directly gain energy. In any case, the reconnection electric field is alone responsible for the transfer of energy between the magnetic field and the particles, and thus obviously accelerate particles. But to which extent this kinetic energy is distributed between the bulk flow velocity of the outflows, their thermal energy, and a possible high-energy tail, as well as the properties of the high-energy tail, are open questions. This mechanism is inefficient for non-relativistic reconnection because the acceleration zone has a too small length (along z here) (Drake et al. 2010; Kowal et al. 2011; Drury 2012) and affects too few particles, but efficient under relativistic conditions where the larger reconnection electric field creates a wider acceleration zone (Zenitani & Hoshino 2001 . It has indeed been found, with PIC simulations of relativistic reconnection, that power-law tails are produced through particle acceleration by E rec . Several indexes are found, for example, measuring the index p as dn e /dγ ∝ γ −p and retaining only relativistic particle-in-cell simulations that all concern pair plasmas: Zenitani & Hoshino (2001) (2D): p = 1 for particles around the X-point and for the total spectra; Zenitani & Hoshino (2007) (2D): p = 3.2 and 2.4 at late times; Jaroschek et al. (2008) (2D, two colliding current sheets): power law; Sironi & Spitkovsky (2011a) (2D, stripped pulsar wind): p = 1.4 after the shock; Cerutti et al. (2013) (2D): p = 3.8; Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014) (2D without guide field): p = 4, 3, 2, 1.5 for inflow magnetizations σ = 1, 3, 10, 30, 50 and a saturation above 50, and p = 2.3 in 3D with σ = 10. On the other hand, Kagan et al. (2013) (3D) find a high-energy tail but interpret it as not having a powerlaw shape. On the analytical side, Zenitani & Hoshino (2001) present a toy model predicting power-laws, and Bessho & Bhattacharjee (2012) derive the spectrum of particles escaping from an antiparallel X-point (see Sect. 4.3.3) . Also, it is noticeable that the ultrarelativistic test particle simulations of Cerutti et al. (2012a) produce very hard power-laws (p ∼ −0.5), with electrons accelerated along Speiser orbits without any stochasticity. This diversity of results calls for a unified analysis of simulations with various initial configurations, that we aim to provide here. Other acceleration mechanisms exist, especially far from the diffusion region. A first example is stochastic acceleration in the turbulence associated with reconnection (Kowal et al. 2011) . A second, important example, is at the magnetic separatrices that separates the non-reconnected/reconnected regions, where plasma flows through a non-linear wave structure (see also Sect. 4.3). Particle acceleration should also occur at the dipolarization front. Our simulation setup, with no localized initial perturbation, precludes the existence of these other mechanisms, and instead we focus on acceleration close to the diffusion region and inside islands, which is likely to be important in relativistic setups.
This manuscript is dedicated to relativistic ion-electron plasmas, for which no study yet exists. Such plasmas are likely present in AGN and microquasar coronae, in microquasar jets (Kotani et al. 1994; Díaz et al. 2013) , or possibly in GRB and AGN jets. Physical parameters will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.
Simulation setups

The simulations
We perform 2D PIC simulations of magnetic reconnection, mainly in an ion-electron plasma of mass ratio m i /m e = 25. We also present one simulation for each value m i /m e = 1, 12, and 50. We use the explicit PIC code Apar-T, presented in Melzani et al. (2013) . The simulations are the same as those of Melzani et al. (2014b) , to which we refer for details. The initial state is a Harris equilibrium with a reversing magnetic field
plus in some cases a guide field B G = B Gŷ . The magnetic field B rec is produced by a current sheet (abbreviated cs), formed by counter-streaming ions and electrons following the density profile n cs (x) = n cs (0)/cosh 2 (x/L), with bulk velocities U e and U i = −U e in the ±y directions. We denote the associated Lorentz factors by Γ e and Γ i . Each species follows a Maxwell-Jüttner distribution. The parameters of the current sheet are given in Table 2. They actually differ by ∼ 5% from the values of the actual kinetic equilibrium, in order to speed up the otherwise slow initial phase. We note that this initial perturbation is not localized in space, so that islands and X-point form everywhere along the current sheet.
In addition, there is a background plasma at rest, with number density n bg equal for ions and electrons, and temperatures T bg,i and T bg,e .
The free parameters are the characteristics of the background plasma (n bg /n cs (0), T bg,i and T bg,e ); the strength of the guide field B G /B 0 ; the width of the magnetic field reversal in electron inertial lengths L/d e ; and the magnetization of the current sheet plasma with respect to the asymptotic magnetic field, here expressed via ω ce /ω pe (ω ce is the electron cyclotron pulsation in the asymptotic magnetic field B 0 , ω pe is the electron plasma pulsation at the current sheet center at t = 0). The background plasma magnetization results from the above variables. The simulations, and the background plasma parameters and magnetizations, are listed in Table 1 .
We now give the definition of the magnetizations. The inflow or background plasma magnetization for species s is defined as the ratio of the energy flux in the reconnecting magnetic field to that in the inflowing particles (Melzani et al. 2014b ):
Here we used E = v in,s B in the ideal inflowing plasma, and the relation vγ s = h 0,s Γ s v in,s (Melzani et al. 2013 ), where · s denotes an average over the momentum distribution function, with h 0,s the comobile enthalpy, and
is the lab-frame particle number density, and σ cold s the magnetization of the plasma without taking into account temperature effects or relativistic bulk motion:
Finally, the total magnetization of the plasma is
For non-relativistic temperatures (h 0,s ∼ 1) and non-relativistic inflow velocities (Γ s ∼ 1), the total magnetization reduces to
The relativistic Alfvén velocity in the inflow is defined by
with
, and σ i+e (B tot ) the comobile plasma total magnetization (Eq. 4 with Γ s = 1 and n lab,s replaced by the comobile number density). When there is a guide field, it is relevant to project the Alfvén velocity 5 in the plane of the reconnecting magnetic field: V R A,in cos θ with tan θ = B G /B 0 . This is needed to correctly normalize the reconnection electric field (Melzani et al. 2014b ).
Resolution and domain size
The numerical resolution is set by the number of cells n x per electron inertial length d e , by the number of timesteps n t per electron plasma period 2π/ω pe , and by the number of computer log γ i log γ dn dγ log γ e Electrons current sheet at t = 0 current sheet at t = 3750ω −1 ce background at various times current sheet at t = 0 current sheet at t = 3750ω 
Data from the main simulation (Sect. 3.1), with a background magnetization respectively for ions and electrons σ hot i, e = 3.6, 83. Top: snapshots of a random selection of electrons in the whole simulation domain. Red particles are inside the current sheet at t = 0, green ones are outside. Bottom: Lorentz factor distributions. Red (green) curves concern the red (green) population. For the green curves, times are ordered as dark to light green, with values 0, 750, 1500, 2250, 3000, 3750ω particles (the so-called superparticles) per cell ρ sp . The quantities d e , ω pe , and ρ sp are defined at t = 0 at the center of the current sheet. Here we take n x = 9 and n t = 150 (except for ω pe /ω ce = 6 where n t = 250). We checked by doubling n x and n t that the particle distributions, the energy repartition, particle mixing, or the maximal Lorentz factors, are not affected by the resolution.
Concerning the number of superparticles per cell at the center of the current sheet, we use ρ sp = 1090 for n bg /n cs (0) = 0.3, and ρ sp = 1820 for n bg /n cs (0) = 0.1, except for m i /m e = 50 where ρ sp = 910. This corresponds, for the case n bg /n cs (0) = 0.1, to 1650 electron and ion superparticles per cell for the plasma of the current sheet, and to 170 for the background plasma. We stress in Melzani et al. (2013 Melzani et al. ( , 2014a ) that because of their low numbers of superparticles per cell when compared to real plasmas, PIC simulations present high levels of correlations and collisionality, and thus thermalize faster. In the same line of thoughts, Kato (2013) and May et al. (2014) show that because of these enhanced correlations, high-energy particles are slowed down quickly in PIC plasmas. One should thus ensure that collisionless kinetic processes remain faster than collisional effects, essentially by taking a large enough number Λ PIC of superparticles per Debye sphere and per inertial length sphere, the former constraint being more restrictive. For example, with Θ e = 2.4 = 1.4 × 10 10 K/(m e c 2 ) the electron Debye length is 20 cells large, and we have initially at the center of the current sheet: Λ PIC ∼ 1820 × 20 × 20 = 7.3 × 10 5 superparticles. For a background plasma with T bg = 2 × 10 8 K, we have Λ PIC = 133. We performed a simulation with twice less superparticles per cell, and saw no difference, especially concerning particle distributions, energy repartition, particle mixing, or maximal Lorentz factor. It indicates that we are not affected by ρ sp .
Boundaries are periodic along z and y, reflective along x. The simulation with m i /m e = 50 uses a domain size of 8000 × 10240 cells. The number of cells of the simulations with other mass ratios is 4100 × 6144, corresponding to 455 × 683 initial electron inertial lengths d e , with typically 4 × 10 9 superparticles. We performed a simulation with a twice smaller domain along z: particle distributions are identical as long as there is a significant number of islands and X-points in the domain (≥ 4), but differ afterward. In the smaller simulation, the distribution cutoff is at lower energies, and the power-laws are steeper (softer). We also performed a simulation with a larger domain (8000 × 10240 cells, i.e., 888 × 1138 inertial lengths d e ) and otherwise identical parameters: the electron distribution saturates identically to the 4100 × 6144 case, but the ion distribution reaches a harder final state. It indicates that our domain size and simulation duration are large enough for electrons, but possibly not for ions. The 
Energy distribution for the main simulation (Sect. 3.1), with a background magnetization respectively for ions and electrons σ hot i, e = 3.6, 83. Top: Energy in the total electric field E tot , in the x component of the magnetic field, and in the particles (also decomposed into the ion and electron contributions). These energies are computed on a fixed area, that corresponds to the location of the background particles, or field lines, that reach the current sheet before the end of the simulation. The total initial energy in this area is E 0 . We note that the energy in E tot is mostly that in E y . Also, the energy of B y is 0.5% of that of B x . Bottom: Orange and blue curves are the energy repartition between ions and electrons for the current sheet particles (dashed), and for the background particles that have been accelerated (solid). They are normalized so that their sum is 1. The red and green curve show the energy repartition between current sheet particles and background accelerated particles.
latter may build harder spectra and reach higher energies in real systems.
Diagnostics
We initially select, uniformly in space, of the order of 200 000 particles (out of the 4 to 14 billions in total), and write their positions, velocities, as well as the magnetic and electric fields they undergo, once every a few timesteps. The visualization of these data is performed with the visualization software VisIt (Childs et al. 2012 ). We divide the followed particles into two populations: those that are initially in the current sheet (colored in red), and those initially outside (marked in green). Said otherwise, red particles are those satisfying distance from middle plane at t = 0 < 2L,
while green particles satisfy distance from middle plane at t = 0 > 2L.
Changing the limiting length from 2L to between 1.5L and 3L has been checked not to influence the presented results. An example is shown in Fig. 1 . As we will show, these two populations almost do not mix spatially, and undergo very different acceleration mechanisms, resulting in completely different particle energy distributions. Particles from the background plasma, accelerated by the reconnection, are expected to dominate in number and energy for very large systems. This is why we focus more on the green population.
Results
We first present results from a reference simulation in Sect. 3.1, and then study modifications due to varying the background particle number density, magnetic field, or temperature without considering a guide field in Sect. 3.2. The consequences of a guide field are explored in Sect. 3.3.
Main case
We start by presenting the results of the simulation with ω ce /ω pe = 3, n bg = 0.1n cs (0), T bg,i = T bg,e = 2 × 10 8 K, resulting in a magnetization in the background plasma σ hot i, e = 3.6, 83 for ions and electrons, respectively (defined by Eq. 2, see also Tables 1 and 2) , and in an inflow Alfvén speed V R A,in = 0.88c. The background electron distribution (the green curves in Fig. 1 ) starts rising and taking a power-law shape around t = 500ω −1 ce , which corresponds to the starting of the reconnection instability. What happens is that the reconnection electric field E rec spreads in the background plasma and sets the particles into motion in an E × B drift directed toward the current sheet. More and more background particles thus pass in the current sheet, where they are demagnetized and able to gain energy via E rec . The power-law component thus comprises more and more particles. After gaining energy in the acceleration zone, particles accumulate around the magnetic islands and swirl around them. They are subsequently accelerated when islands merge and contract. The power-law index passes from a soft initial value of p = −d log n(γ)/d log γ = 3 to a harder final value that converges to p ∼ 1.8. We stopped the simulation at t = 3750ω −1 ce , when there are still enough islands and X-points so that we are not affected by boundaries (Sect. 2.2).
Concerning the current sheet electrons, their distribution is shown at t = 0 by a red dashed line in Fig. 1 , and consists then in a thermal hot plasma. When the reconnection instability starts, this population is heated by the formation and contraction of islands. This heating slowly progresses at later times as islands merge, to result in the solid red curve of Fig. 1 .
Concerning ions, their background magnetization is only slightly relativistic (σ hot i = 3.6). The current sheet population is heated, while the background population distribution is powerlaw like, with a final index p ∼ 4.8. This is similar to nonrelativistic simulations where all species form steep spectra.
log γ e log γ e dn e dγ e log γ e
No guide field Incidence of the guide field ω ce = 3,ñ bg = 0.3 ω ce = 3, T bg,e = 3 × 10 9 K ce for all simulations, except for ω ce /ω pe = 1 (t = 1350ω
ce ), and for ω ce /ω pe = 6 (t = 600ω
ce ). Notations are abbreviated:ω ce = ω ce /ω pe ,ñ bg = n bg /n cs (0), σ e stands for σ hot e (B rec ), and V A for V R A,in cos θ/c (with θ = arctan B G /B 0 ). Unless specified,ñ bg = 0.1. The power-law indexes are p. The precise setups are reported in Table 1 It is evident from the top panels of Fig. 1 that the green electrons from the background plasma do not penetrate deep inside the islands, and on the other hand that the red electrons initially from the current sheet do not escape from the islands, even when they merge. The two populations thus remain almost separated. This is because particles from the background plasma are scattered by the strong magnetic field structure surrounding the islands, and thus swirl around these field lines, performing circles around the islands but not reaching the inside. On their side, red particles from the islands cannot escape because of the very same magnetic field structure. This remains true for ions, but less so because of their larger Larmor radius. Figure 5 illustrates this population separation for several simulations.
The energy repartition between fields and particles is shown in Fig. 2 (top). This energy is computed over a fixed rectangle in space, defined to include all particles that will reach the center of the current sheet before the end of the simulation. It thus excludes regions that, because of the finite simulation length, are never in contact with the current sheet. Energies are normalized by E 0 , the total initial energy in this area, which is to ∼ 90% the energy in the magnetic field. The energy in the magnetic field is transferred to the kinetic energy of the particles (0.6E 0 in the final state), to the reconnected magnetic field B x (0.2E 0 ), and to the reconnection electric field E y (0.03E 0 ). The energy in B y and in E x , E z is far smaller (∼ 0.005E 0 ). A first conclusion is that the fraction of dissipated magnetic energy is large. Table 3 presents this analysis for several simulations. It shows that the fraction of dissipated magnetic energy is even larger at larger inflow magnetization. A second important aspect is the energy repartition between ions and electrons. In Fig. 2 (bottom) we show this repartition for the background particles that have been accelerated, i.e., for the particles of the tails in Fig. 1 (green curves). The ions weight as 60% of this kinetic energy, the electrons 40%, and this ratio remains constant with time. The same repartition roughly holds for particles in the current sheet (red population). Table 3 shows that this repartition holds for various simulations with different magnetizations and mass ratios, provided that there is no guide magnetic field. We note that the percentages given in Table 3 are not sensitive to the specific time when they are determined. We obtain essentially the same percentages if we repeat the analysis but consider only those particles (and their associated rectangular region and energy E 0 ) that reach the current sheet before half of the total simulation time.
Case studies, no guide field
Influence of the background plasma density
We now compare the main case with a simulation with identical parameters except for the background plasma number density: n bg = 0.3n cs (0) instead of 0.1, resulting in a smaller magnetization σ hot i, e = 1.2, 27 in the background. The corresponding inflow Alfvén speed is V R A,in = 0.73c. The evolution is similar: weak mixing of the two populations, heating of the particles from the current sheet, and acceleration of the particles from the background to form a power-law. The power-law for electrons has a final index p between 2.2 and 2.6 (Fig. 3) , that for ions around p ∼ 8. This is softer than in the n bg = 0.1n cs (0) case, which is expected because a higher background plasma density implies a lower magnetization, and as we show here (see also Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014) , softer power-laws. It is however noticeable that more magnetic energy is transferred to the particles: the kinetic energy is 74% of the total energy, while it is only 62% for the case with n bg = 0.1n cs (0).
Influence of the inflow magnetization
We vary the asymptotic magnetic field strength by varying the parameter ω ce /ω pe of the Harris equilibrium. Increasing this parameter results in a higher magnetic field, and in a hotter current sheet plasma in order to maintain the pressure balance. It allows to probe different background plasma magnetizations. Our results indicate harder power-laws at higher magnetizations (Fig. 3 for the simulations with ω ce /ω pe = 1, 6, to be compared also with the simulation ω ce /ω pe = 3, T bg,e = 2 × 10 8 K). The comparison is as follows:
-The case at low inflow magnetization (ω ce /ω pe = 1, σ hot i, e = 0.4, 9.9, V R A,in = 0.53c) presents a power-law-like spectrum for background accelerated electrons (green population) with a large index, between 3 and 4, thus decreasing fast and reaching γ max ∼ 10. The ion distribution is not power-law like and is very steep. The final kinetic energy is 48% of the total initial energy.
-The intermediate case (ω ce /ω pe = 3, σ hot i, e = 3.6, 90, V R A,in = 0.88c) presents a power-law-like spectrum for the background particles with, for electrons p ∼ 1.5-2 and γ max ∼ 100, for ions p ∼ 5.8. The final kinetic energy is 62% of the total initial energy.
-The most magnetized and relativistic case (ω ce /ω pe = 6, σ hot i, e = 14, 260, V R A,in = 0.97c) exhibits a very flat spectrum for background accelerated electrons, with an index around 1.2, and reaches γ max ∼ 300. Background accelerated ions have a power-law distribution with index p ∼ 3.6, which is interestingly close to the index for electrons at the same magnetization (the simulation with ω ce /ω pe = 1, where σ hot e = 9.9 and p ∼ 4.5), and highlights the relevance of σ s of each species to characterize the power-law. The final kinetic energy is 73% of the total initial energy.
For both electrons and ions, this emphasizes the fact that only relativistic reconnection setups (i.e., σ hot s > 1 for each species s) can produce power-laws, with harder indexes for higher magnetizations.
Influence of the inflow temperature
Coming back to the main simulation with ω ce /ω pe = 3, n bg = 0.1n cs (0), T bg,e = T bg,i = 2 × 10 8 K, we now increase the background temperature of the electrons to reach T bg,e = 3 × 10 9 K (giving σ hot i, e = 3.6, 35, V R A,in = 0.88c), which is almost the temperature of the current sheet electrons (Θ e = 2.4 = 1.4 × 10 10 K/(m e c 2 )). Electrons from the background plasma already have a high energy when reaching the acceleration region, and their initial energy is then a significant fraction of the energy gain furnished by E rec . As a consequence, the power-law is less visible (Fig 3, gray curve) . However, as time goes by and as more and more particles from the hot background are accelerated, we expect it to dominate more and more the particle distribution. Its index is p = 2.8, softer than the colder case. This is expected because a relativistic temperature decreases the plasma magnetization from 89 to 35 here, and we do have an index close to the one for n bg = 0.3n cs (0), which had a similar magnetization (σ hot e = 27, p ∼ 2.5). Background accelerated ions have a power-law distribution with index p ∼ 6.5. This is close to their index in the simulation with ω ce /ω pe = 3, T bg,e = T bg,i = 2 × 10 8 K, which is identical except for the initial electron temperature (p ∼ 5.8). It shows that electrons have a weak influence on ions. 
Case studies, guide field
We now analyze simulations with a guide magnetic field B G = B Gŷ . Figure 3 (right) presents the final electron distributions from simulations with B G = 0, 0.5B 0 and B 0 . In the intermediate case (B G = 0.5B 0 ), the spectrum of the background accelerated electrons shows no clear power-law, but extends over a range similar to the no guide field case. In the strong guide field case (B G = B 0 ), the spectrum of the same electron population seems flatter, with a power-law index of ∼ 1.5 (over a small range). The background plasma magnetization in the three simulations is similar (the guide field is not included in this magnetization parameter, and should not be, because it is not converted into particle energy). The harder particle distribution should thus be explained by other means. We recall that quite generally, the particles accelerated at the X-point are slowly deflected toward the reconnection exhausts by the x component of B. But B x vanishes at the X-point and increases when going away from it, so that the further from the X-point a particle enters the diffusion region, the faster it will be deflected and the less it will be accelerated. The area where an efficient acceleration occurs is thus limited along z by the increase of B x . But with a guide field, this efficient acceleration region is extended along z (as is shown in Melzani et al. 2014b) , because accelerated particles are guided by the guide field and prevented from being deviated by B x . Background particles are more accelerated, and a flatter spectrum is indeed expected.
Because of their larger Larmor radii, background accelerated ions are less affected by the guide field. They present a powerlaw distribution with index p = 8 for both guide field strengths. Table 4 shows the energy repartition for the guide field simulations. In both case, the final kinetic energy is ∼ 44% of the total initial energy (we do not include the guide field B y in this initial energy because it cannot be transferred to the particles, and indeed varies by less than a few percent during the simulation). This is less than in the B G = 0 case, where this fraction is 62%. The kinetic energy repartition between accelerated ions and electrons is 46%/54% (ions/electrons) for B G = 0.5B 0 , and 33%/67% for B G = B 0 . This contrasts with the 60%/40% ratio at B G = 0, since here electrons get more energy than ions.
Summary and discussion
Summary
We study the production of high-energy particles by magnetic reconnection in relativistic ion-electron plasmas based on the same 2D PIC simulation data presented by Melzani et al. (2014b) . The variety of parameters employed (particle density, temperature, or magnetic field in the background plasma, guide field, mass ratio) allows to grasp important aspects of this problem. In all cases particles can be divided into two populations that only weakly mix: (i) Particles initially inside the current sheet are trapped inside the magnetic islands as soon as they form during the tearing instability, and remain trapped by the strong circling magnetic structure, even after many island merging events. They are heated by the contraction of the islands. (ii) Particles from the background plasma E × B drift toward the diffusion region, where either E < B in the no guide field case, or E · B 0 in the guide field case, allows them to be directly accelerated. As they escape along the reconnection exhaust, they cannot penetrate inside the island because of the strong magnetic structure surrounding them, and circle around at the periphery, where they can further gain energy.
Particles of population (ii) tend to form a power-law whenever their magnetization is larger than unity and the inflow Alfvén speed is not too small (Figs. 1 and 3) , though sometimes not with a clear and unique slope. The indexes depend on the temperature, particle density, and magnetic field in the background plasma, and on the guide field strength. With no guide field, results suggest that the power-law index for species s depends mainly on the background plasma Alfvén speed V R A,in , and on the background plasma magnetization for species s, independent of whether it is due to the magnetic field strength, a lower particle density, or a relativistic temperature. A higher magnetization leads to a harder power-law: for the electrons, p = −d log n(γ)/d log γ = 4.5, 2.4, 2.8, 1.7, 1.2 respectively for magnetizations σ hot e = 10, 27, 35, 89, 260 (see Table 1 ). This is expected for reasons exposed in Sect. 4.2.2. These indexes are harder than for collisionless shock acceleration, where p > 2 (Bell 1978; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011b) . Ions have a magnetization m i /m e times smaller than electrons (for identical or non-relativistic temperatures). As expected, they behave non-relativistically for low magnetizations σ The presence of a weak guide field deforms the power-law, and the presence of a strong guide field allows for a slightly harder spectrum (Fig. 3, right) because it allows particles to stay longer in the acceleration region by guiding them in the direction of the reconnection electric field.
The degree of mixing between the two populations (i) and (ii) essentially depends on the ratio of the Larmor radii of the particles in the magnetic field surrounding the islands, to the island radius. A hotter background temperature implies more mixing, and so does a weaker guide field. Also, ions have larger Larmor radii and penetrate more easily inside the islands. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . We stress that even for high background electron temperatures (bottom right panel), the two electron populations remain clearly separated.
Ions
Electrons Fig. 5 . Particle mixing in the islands. Each panel is a zoom around a magnetic island and shows, in green, particles initially outside of the current sheet, and in red and shifted below for clarity, particles initially located inside the current sheet. Each snapshot is taken at the end of the simulations, and these islands result from the merging of many small and then larger islands (from around 20 islands at the end of the linear phase of the tearing instability, to 3 big islands at the end); yet the two particle populations remain separated. The mass ratio is 25 in all cases.
The total particle distribution is the sum of populations (i) and (ii), and depends on their relative importance. We underline that our simulations are limited in time by the box size. In reality, larger times can be reached and more background particles can be accelerated, so that the background-accelerated population, and its power-law nature, will dominate in the end. It calls for care when interpreting PIC particle distributions: either very long simulations (demanding also large domains) or the proposed decomposition should be used.
The fraction of magnetic energy converted into kinetic energy is larger at larger inflow magnetization: the final kinetic energy rises to 48%, 62%, 73% of the total initial energy, for respective inflow magnetizations σ hot e = 9.9, 83, 260 (see Table 3 ) at m i /m e = 25. This fraction is lower with a guide magnetic field (∼ 44%, Table 4 ).
The energy repartition between accelerated ions and electrons from the background plasma depends mainly on the strength of the guide magnetic field. With no guide field, it is roughly 60% for ions and 40% for electrons, with variations within 3% when varying the background temperature, magnetization and Alfvén speed. With a guide field of 0.5B 0 and B 0 , the ion/electron repartition becomes 46%/54% and 33%/67%, respectively, with electrons getting more energy than ions. Our conclusion is thus that overall, ions and electrons are almost equally energized. It is, however, essential to know whether this remains true at realistic mass ratios. With no guide field, our simulations with m i /m e = 12 and m i /m e = 50 show a variation of ∼ 3%, which cannot be distinguished from the variation due to the different background magnetizations of these simulations. Consequently, and even if higher mass ratios should be tested, it seems that the ∼ 60%/40% repartition will hold at larger m i /m e . The case with a guide magnetic field will be explored in more depths in a future work.
The maximal Lorentz factor of the background particles (ii) is shown in Fig. 4 . A larger guide field leads to lower highest Lorentz factors, and this is expected because the reconnection electric field becomes weaker with increasing guide field (Melzani et al. 2014b) . A log-log plot shows that the rate of increase is roughly γ max ∝ t s , with s ranging from 0.7 to 1.1 as the magnetization rises, with identical values for ions and electrons. Particles inside the islands follow the same trend. We stress that this is faster than in collisionless shock acceleration where γ max ∝ t 0.5 (Bell 1978) . We also remark that the maximal Lorentz factor does not saturate. It should saturate in very large systems when the inter-island distance becomes larger than the particle Larmor radii in the reconnected field B x , and when island merging ceases.
Discussion
Acceleration mechanisms
The main acceleration mechanism for the background population (ii) is direct acceleration by the reconnection electric field. However, other acceleration mechanisms are present. It can be seen by dividing the background population into several subgroups, that comprise particles in a slab x min < x < x max at t = 0. We can then follow the spatial evolution of these slabs, along with the evolution of their momentum distribution function. After gaining energy in the acceleration region by E rec , background particles escape along the reconnection exhausts, and circle at the island periphery following the strong magnetic field structure. Contraction of the islands (when they merge) creates strong motional electric fields E = −v ∧ B that accelerate these particles. Also, two merging islands create a reconnection event with a reconnection electric field along +ŷ, that can transfer energy to particles. The combination of these three mechanisms is also reported for pairs by Bessho & Bhattacharjee (2012) and Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014) .
We find no trace of Fermi acceleration between the converging inflows, as studied analytically or with test particles by Giannios (2010) , Kowal et al. (2011 ), or Drury (2012 , because particles cannot cross the current sheet (see Melzani et al. 2014b ), but bounce back and forth only inside the diffusion region where they are constantly accelerated by the reconnection electric field. Fermi acceleration is possible only if inflowing particles of species s are energetic enough to cross the diffusion region, i.e., have a Larmor radius γm s v/eB 0 larger than the diffusion zone width δ s . The latter is roughly one inertial length measured at its center (Melzani et al. 2014b) , so that the crossing condition can be written γv/c > (σ cold s n bg /n cs ) 1/2 (with σ cold s the background magnetization defined by Eq. 3, and n bg and n cs the background and current sheet density). The right hand side is larger than unity for a relativistic inflow magnetization. This mechanism thus requires already accelerated particles in the inflow, which is possible for very high temperatures, or for an outof-equilibrium component pre-accelerated by other mechanisms outside of the diffusion region such as neighboring reconnection sites, or large scale flow turbulence (see Sect. 4.3.3) . We have neither of this in our simulations, and their presence in real situations should be addressed.
We now turn to the building of the power-law spectrum in our simulations. The basic idea is that particles enter the acceleration region at all distances from the central X-point, with those entering near the center being deviated toward the exhausts by B x more slowly than those entering at the edges. They thus gain more energy, and a monoenergetic inflow is transformed into a broader distribution. The ingredient to build a powerlaw, underlined by Zenitani & Hoshino (2001) , is that relativistic particles have a Larmor radius increasing with their Lorentz factor: high-energy particles rotate slowly in B x and are held in the acceleration region even longer as they are accelerated, thus facilitating the creation of hard tails. With this argument alone, Zenitani & Hoshino (2001) predict a power-law with index p ∝ cB x /E rec , but their model is very simple. Bessho & Bhattacharjee (2012) derive analytically the spectra of particles accelerated by E rec and escaping from the X-point, and find dn/dγ ∝ γ −1/4 exp{−aγ 1/2 }. It is a power-law with an exponential cutoff, occurring at higher energies for relativistic X-points because a ∝ (cB x )/E rec . In the end, the X-point accelerated particles gain further energy around the contracting islands and during reconnection events between merging islands, to result in the distribution that we show in this paper.
Condition for hard high-energy tails
It appears from our data that the hardness of the energy distribution for species s is controlled by its background magnetization σ hot s and by the Alfvén speed V R A,in . The power-law is harder for larger magnetizations (Table 2) . For a fixed magnetization σ hot e = 83, the simulations with m i /m e = 1, 12, and 25, feature different inflow Alfvén speeds V R A,in = 0.988, 0.93, and 0.88, and also different power-law indexes for electrons: p = 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, respectively. Similarly, when compared to our work at a given electron magnetization, the PIC simulations of Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014) for pair plasmas present harder distributions, simply because with pairs and a given σ e , the Alfvén speed is larger. A larger inflow Alfvén speed thus leads to harder distributions.
This can be interpreted as follows. The building of a highenergy tail for species s requires two ingredients: an inflow magnetization σ s > 1 so that the transfer of magnetic energy can exceed the particles rest-mass, and thus accelerate them to relativistic energies; and a large enough ratio E rec /(cB 0 ) in order to have a hard distribution. The latter condition roughly states that the residence time γm s /(q s B x ) of a particle in the acceleration region must be large compared to its acceleration time γm s c/(q s E rec ) by E rec . This is supported by the analytical models of Zenitani & Hoshino (2001) Table 3 . Energy distribution between fields and particles at the end of different simulations. cs stands for the current sheet population, bg for the background population. The final energy in the electric field is E tot , and is dominated by the energy in E y . The energy in B x is denoted by B x . As explained in Fig. 2 , E 0 is the total (mostly magnetic) initial energy in the "reconnection area", which is the area from where the particles reach the current sheet before the end of the simulation. Because of the difficulty to precisely measure this area, the percentage are to be taken with a ±5% relative uncertainty. The energy repartition between ions and electrons is not affected by this. simulation parameters final energy in % of E 0 ion/electron energy repartition ω ce /ω pe n bg /n cs (0) Table 4 . Same as Table 3 , but for cases where there is a guide field. Here m i /m e = 25. In this case E 0 does not include the guide magnetic field B y , because this component is not transferred to the particles (the energy in B y remains constant to within 5% throughout the simulation).
simulation parameters final energy in % of E 0 ion/electron energy repartition ω ce /ω pe n bg /n cs (0) σ We finally remark that the Alfvén speed, and thus also the ratio E rec /B 0 , saturates at c for large magnetizations. We consequently expect the particle distribution hardness to also saturate to some value with, as indicated by our simulations, a power-law index p slightly below 1.2. Reconnection in environments with σ hot i 1 should thus produce ion and electron distributions with power-law index p 1.2.
Astrophysical outlook
Objects and orders of magnitude
Magnetic reconnection can play a major role for four particular purposes: high-energy flare production, steady emission of radiation, large scale outflow launching, and plasma heating or non-thermal particle production. We discuss in which objects these phenomena are observed, give order of magnitudes for the main parameters, and point out where our work is applicable. Table 5 summarizes the physical conditions encountered in the objects mentioned here.
Flare-like emission of high-energy photons is observed for example in the γ-ray region of AGN jets (Giannios 2010 (Table 5 , lines a and b). In the most magnetized case, the Alfvén speed is ∼ c. According to our results, reconnection in such environments should produce electron distributions with hard tails (p ∼ 1), and if we apply our results for electrons to the ions, the latter should also form hard-tails (p ∼ 2). Quite generally, high-energy flares can be explained by reconnecting events under three conditions: the large scale magnetic field must possess enough energy and the large scale flow or the flow turbulence must lead to enough reconnection events; the reconnection process must produce high-energy particles with hard distributions; these high-energy particles must be able to radiate. The first point is linked to the large scale properties of the object and can be investigated with simulations on large scales, the last two points concern microphysics and must be addressed with first principle simulations. We believe to have answered the second point: magnetic reconnection does produce hard highenergy distributions whenever the ion magnetization is above unity, which can indeed be the case in the environments mentioned above. Concerning photon emission, we expect particles trapped inside the islands (population i) to produce mostly thermal synchrotron-Bremsstrahlung. On the other hand, particles accelerated at the X-point (population ii) are likely to radiate collimated beams when suddenly encountering the strong magnetic field structure at the end of the exhausts, at the island entrance. This was demonstrated in the no guide field case by Cerutti et al. Objects with ion-electron plasmas (with also pairs) (2001); Reis & Miller (2013) ; matching observed spectra with radiation models, Del Santo et al. (2013) ; Romero et al. (2014) .
(b) Analytical disk and corona models, Di Matteo (1998); Merloni & Fabian (2001) ; Reis & Miller (2013) .
(c) Observations, Kronberg et al. (2004) .
(d) Analytical model assuming σ cold i = 100, Giannios et al. (2009) . See also Giroletti et al. (2004) for magnetic field measurements (0.2 G, but on larger scales).
(e) Observations, Schwartz et al. (2006) . See also Romanova & Lovelace (1992) .
(f) Analytical model, McKinney & Uzdensky (2012) . Pairs are also present, with n pair ∼ 10n e .
(g) Analytical model and observations, Bucciantini et al. (2011); Sironi & Spitkovsky (2011a) .
(h) Analytical model and observations, Atoyan & Aharonian (1996); Meyer et al. (2010) ; Uzdensky et al. (2011); Cerutti et al. (2013) . The plasma distribution function is a broken power-law with Lorentz factors γ in the indicated range. We note that Cerutti et al. (2013) considers only the high-energy electron population, and hence has larger magnetizations.
(2012b) in pair plasmas, and should also hold for ion-electron plasmas because the overall magnetic structure is not too different. The radiation spectrum is then anisotropic, and reaches energies of the order of γ 2 ω ce with γ the particles Lorentz factor and ω ce = eB/m e . With a guide field, radiation should occur together with particle acceleration in the E · B 0 area, because particles then swirl around the guide field. It should consequently be more regular and less flare-like (Cerutti et al. 2013) . Since reconnection with a guide field is more generic in the complex magnetic field structures of coronae or jets than antiparallel reconnection, the question of photon emission in such a case is very relevant.
Magnetic reconnection can produce radiation in a large range of frequency, which for the synchrotron component depends on the strength of the reconnecting magnetic field. An example is the radio emission, on kilo-parsec scales, of extragalactic jets. Explanation of these spectra can invoke magnetic reconnection events, in particular to explain the hard photon indexes (Romanova & Lovelace 1992) . Observations indicate electron magnetizations in the range σ cold e ∼ 500-2500 (Table 5 , line e), which corresponds to ion magnetizations σ cold i ∼ 0.3-1.3 and to Alfvén speeds ∼ 0.5-0.8c. This is between the two cases ω ce /ω pe = 1 and ω ce /ω pe = 3 of our study, for which the kinetic energy takes a large amount of the magnetic energy (between 45% and 60%, Tables 3 and 4), and is distributed as 60/40% to 30/70% between, respectively, ions and electrons, depending on the guide field strength. Most importantly, for these parameters the background accelerated electrons form power-laws with indexes between 4.5 and 1.5 (Table 2 and Fig. 3 ), which can then indeed emit hard spectra.
Large scale magnetic reconnection events may be at the origin of large scale transient jets in microquasar systems (de Gouveia dal Pino & Lazarian 2005; de Gouveia Dal Pino et al. 2010; Kowal et al. 2011; Dexter et al. 2014) , for example via a magnetic field reversal accreted onto a magnetically arrested disk. Reconnection then occurs in the accretion disk coronae, near the black hole, where particle densities and magnetic fields are high. de Gouveia dal Pino & Lazarian (2005) estimate the ion magnetization close to the black hole to be σ cold i ∼ 60, i.e., σ cold e ∼ 10 5 (Table 5 , line a).
Magnetic reconnection can also efficiently heat the plasma by dissipating the magnetic field energy. This is invoked for the heating of AGNs and microquasar coronae, that must reach electron temperatures of the order of 10 9 K to be able to inverseCompton seed photons to X-ray energies. In microquasars, a coronal population of non-thermal high-energy electrons is also required by the observation of MeV photons (Poutanen & Veledina 2014) . Alfvén speeds in these coronae are estimated to be of the order of 0.003c-c (Table 5 , line a). In our corresponding simulations, the final kinetic energy is a large fraction of the initial magnetic energy (48% at V A = 0.5c, up to 75% at V A = 0.88c, Table 3 ), thus allowing an efficient energy transfer to the plasma. For this range of Alfvén speeds, accelerated electron distributions can be steep (p > 4 for V A = 0.5c) or hard (p ∼ 1.2 for V A = 0.97c), and in the latter case reconnection can indeed produce a non-thermal population. An important point is the question of the energy repartition between ions and electrons. Our results show that energy is almost equally distributed between ions (60% to 30%) and electrons (40% to 70%), so that we do not expect large temperature differences (as studied in some models, Di Matteo et al. 1997 ) from this heating mechanism. Other models of the MeV component from microquasars invoke the emission of electrons in the jet, and require hard electron distributions with indexes p ∼ 1.5 (Zdziarski et al. 2014) . The ion magnetization in these models needs to be larger than unity. Our work demonstrates that magnetic reconnection in these conditions can provide such hard electron spectra. Also, very similar conditions are expected in the lobes of radio galaxies (V A ∼ 0.02-0.2c, Kronberg et al. 2004) , and our conclusions also apply there, especially for the ion/electron energy repartition.
A final application concerns the extraterrestrial PeV neutrinos detected by IceCube (IceCube Collaboration 2013). They can come from the photopion (pγ) interaction of high-energy protons or ions produced by high-energy machines (such as, e.g., GRBs, Petropoulou et al. 2014) . The ability of magnetic reconnection to accelerate ions in highly magnetized environments is then very relevant. We find that the highest Lorentz factor for ions follows the same trend as that for electrons (γ ∝ t s , s ∼ 0.7-1.1), and for ion magnetization σ i 1 we expect ions to feature the same power-law spectra as electrons, with a slope p 1.2.
Scaling of the results, importance of radiative braking, Compton drag and pairs
The reconnection physics with the Harris geometry described in this paper depends only on the inflow plasma magnetization and temperature, and not on the absolute values of magnetic field and particle number density. For example, reconnection in a microquasar corona close to the hole, and in the γ-ray emitting region of an extragalactic jet, takes place with the same magnetizations (Table 5 ) and thus feature the same reconnection rate, particle spectra or energy repartition, even if magnetic field strengths differ by six orders of magnitude (provided, however, that the geometry is the same). This is true as long as effects such as radiative braking by emission or Compton drag, or pair annihilations, do not perturb the reconnection physics. Such effects imply the actual values of magnetic field and particle number densities, and can lead to a very different physics for a same magnetization. In order to evaluate this, we estimate in Appendix A when an electron looses a significant fraction of its energy during a time or over a length scale dynamically important for the magnetic reconnection physics. These time and length scales are taken as a cyclotron or plasma period, or as an inertial scale. Particles will eventually radiate and cool further away, but with no influence on the reconnection physics. We summarize our conclusions here. Radiative braking due to synchrotron radiation remains negligible on cyclotron scales as long as (γ/100) 2 B < 10 11 G (Eq. A.1), where γ is the Lorentz factor of an electron. This is negligible for all objects of Table 5 , except in the pulsar wind nebulae where γ can reach 10 9 (Meyer et al. 2010 ). Radiative braking due to Coulomb collisions can be estimated by assuming a thermal Bremsstrahlung, and remains negligible on inertial length scales as long as (T e /m e c 2 ) 1/2 (n e /5 × 10 12 cm −3 ) 3/2 < 1 (Eq. A.2). This is the case for objects of Table 5 , except in microquasar coronae close to the black hole where n e is high.
Compton drag does not affect the electron dynamics on inertial length scales as long as (γ/100)(1cm −3 /n e ) 1/2 U ph < 10 10 erg/cm 3 , with U ph the radiation field energy density (Eq. A.3). For a blackbody spectrum, this remains true for photon temperatures T ph < 10 6 K. Consequently, objects with electron temperatures T e > 10 6 K on scales large enough so that the optical depth is important and photons are thermalized, are in the range where Compton drag is efficient. It should be noted that the electrons locally heated by the magnetic reconnection cannot thermalize the radiation, because the reconnection region is optically thin (Eq. A.4). The photon energy density U ph produced by the magnetic reconnection is then to be computed from the synchrotron or Bremsstrahlung emissivity, assuming that the emission takes place over a volume (ad e ) 3 with d e the electron inertial length and a a geometrical factor. Compton drag against the synchrotron photons is negligible as long as a(B/1G) 2 (γ/100) 3 < 10 36 (Eq. A.6), and that due to Bremsstrahlung emission as long as a(T e /10 8 K) 1/2 (n e /1cm −3 )(γ/100) < 10 38 (Eq. A.8). Compton drag by these photon fields is thus negligible for all objects of Table 5 .
Finally, photons of energy above m 2 e c 4 / 0 can annihilate with ambient photons (of typical energy 0 ) to produce pairs. This can be the case if B(γ/100) 2 > 2 × 10 9 G for high-energy synchrotron photons, or if T e > 10 9 K for Bremsstrahlung (Eqs. A.9 and A.10). Inverse Compton events can also produce such photons if the electron Lorentz factors are γ > m e c 2 / 0 (see Appendix A).
In any case, pair creation will disturb the reconnection dynamic only if the creation occurs inside or close to the reconnection region. The mean-free-path l γγ of high-energy photons should thus be compared to an inertial length d e . For a blackbody gas of photons at temperature T ph , we have l γγ,BB /d e = (1cm −3 /n e ) 1/2 (10 6 K/T ph ) 3 (Eq. A.12). However, as underlined previously, a blackbody spectrum of photons is not easy to achieve. If photons cannot be thermalized, then the γγ opacity must be computed from the rate of production of photons by synchrotron and Bremsstrahlung radiation in the reconnection region. Concerning Bremsstrahlung emission, we find with Eq. A.17 that pairs form far away from the reconnection region for all objects of Table 5 . Concerning synchrotron emission, we find with Eq. A.15 that for radio lobes, radio emitting regions of extragalactic jets, or pulsar wind nebulae, l γγ,sync d e holds, so that pairs form far away from the reconnection site; while for microquasar coronae close to the hole, for extragalactic jet γ-ray regions, for GRB jets, or for pulsar wind termination shocks, we have l γγ,sync d e and pairs form inside the reconnection region.
Other acceleration sites during reconnection
In this manuscript, we investigate particle acceleration in or close to the diffusion region. Other energy conversion locations exist around reconnection sites. One is along the magnetic separatrices far downstream of the diffusion region (observed, e.g., at the magnetopause: Khotyaintsev et al. 2006 ), on length scales of hundreds of ion inertial lengths. There, magnetic energy conversion occurs as the plasma flows through the complex structure of collisionless non-linear waves (slow shock(s), compound wave, rotational wave). Instabilities and parallel electric fields in these regions can produce thermal and non-thermal electrons (Drake et al. 2005; Egedal et al. 2009; Egedal et al. 2012 ). This shock structure has been investigated in the non-relativistic case (Liu et al. 2012; Higashimori & Hoshino 2012) . In a relativistic situation, the different phase speeds of the waves may lead to different results. Of particular interest is the energy distribution between bulk, thermal, ion, and electron components, and its importance relative to the locations discussed here. Another site for particle acceleration is at the dipolarization front (Vapirev et al. 2013) , where the first reconnected field lines are swept away and drag the ambient plasma. Such a situation is prone to instabilities and particle acceleration.
Also, turbulence associated with magnetic reconnection can lead to particle acceleration via a second order Fermi process.
We emphasize, however, that high-energy particle production in and near the diffusion zone, directly by the reconnection electric field as discussed in the present manuscript, should be of great importance for relativistic inflow magnetizations because the electric field is very large (E rec /B 0 ∼ 0.2V R A,in ∼ 0.2c, see Melzani et al. 2014b ).
Open questions
The present study brings useful insights on the properties of magnetic reconnection, but remains simplified in many respects. Reconnection configurations in real environments are likely to often involve guide fields, but also asymmetric plasmas and fields from each side of the current sheet (Aunai et al. 2013; Eastwood et al. 2013) , or normal magnetic fields (i.e., alongx here) due to the ambient field (e.g., for the magnetotail, Pritchett 2005a). Magnetic reconnection is also likely to be forced by external plasma and field line motions. The reconnection electric field is then imposed by the forcing (Pei et al. 2001; Pritchett 2005b; Ohtani & Horiuchi 2009; Klimas et al. 2010) , and can be larger than in the spontaneous case. Particle acceleration can consequently be enhanced. The initial equilibrium can also have an impact on the late evolution and particle distributions. Study of 2D situations such as X-point collapse or force-free equilibrium (e.g., Graf von der Pahlen & Tsiklauri 2014; Liu et al. 2014) show little differences with the Harris case, and we expect them to produce the same kind of distributions. However, full 3D initial configurations can lead to very different outcomes, as suggested by the few existing kinetic studies (Baumann & Nordlund 2012; Olshevsky et al. 2013) . Reconnection and particle acceleration at 3D nulls or at quasi separatrix layers (Pontin 2011) deserves further research.
A crucial question concerns the validity of our results in a real 3D reconnection event. Magnetic islands then become extended filaments, modulated or broken by instabilities in the third dimension or by a lack of coherence of the tearing instability (Daughton et al. 2011; Kagan et al. 2013; Markidis et al. 2013) . For this reason we may expect more particle mixing, but current sheet particles may also still be trapped in the strong magnetic structure surrounding the filaments. Particle acceleration at X-points may also be disturbed. However, first 3D results in pair plasmas by Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014) are encouraging in showing that energization is still efficient, and leads to powerlaw tails with similar indexes, essentially because the small scale physics around the X-point and during filament mergings is the same as in 2D.
There is also a strong need to better understand the interplay between large and small scales. Coronal heating by reconnection, or large scale outflow launching, are cases where the large scale flow sets the conditions for the occurrence of reconnection, which in turn largely modifies the large scale flow conditions. For example, Jiang et al. (2014) show that global simulations of the formation of an accretion disk corona requires an understanding of the role of reconnection in the MRI turbulence. Shocks, possibly collisionless, are also fundamental micro-physical processes that shape the flow on all scales of accreting black holes (Walder et al. 2014) . Daldorff et al. (2014) illustrate the power of a coupled MHD/PIC approach with a simulation of the Earth magnetosphere.
Lastly, we emphasize that the ability of magnetic reconnection to accelerate protons or heavier ions is a key question. First because they can produce mesons and then pairs, which can lead to a different photon spectrum. Second because this channel can produce neutrinos, and characterizing the neutrino spectrum from high-energy objects is compulsory to distinguish it from those predicted by dark matter models. With high-energy extraterrestrial neutrinos being now detected (IceCube Collaboration 2013), this is a very exciting perspective.
n ph,sync = 0.1a ω ce ω pe n e , (A.14)
with ω pe the plasma pulsation associated to d e . We can rewrite ω ce /ω pe = (σ For radio lobes, radio emitting regions of extragalactic jets, or pulsar wind nebulae, l γγ,sync d e holds, so that pairs form far away from the reconnection site; while for microquasar coronae close to the hole, for extragalactic jet γ-ray region, for GRB jets, or for pulsar wind termination shocks, we have l γγ,sync d e and pairs form inside the reconnection region.
For Bremsstrahlung radiation, one can estimate the photon number density by dividing the Bremsstrahlung emissivity P emit by the typical energy T e , and multiplying by a photon escape length ad e . One finds (A.17)
We have l γγ,Brem d e for all objects of Table 5 .
